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Far from the usual white paper on AI, 
this report examines a fascinating 

sliver of  the industry — the emerging 
startups, which point to where the 

industry as a whole is heading.



These startups — established in 2014 
or later, and with funding of  $2 

million or less — will not 
necessarily flourish.  

Plenty of  them will fail. 



But their focus areas are important 
indicators of  how the AI landscape 

is shifting.



0 50 100+

Quid ident i f ied 
745  ear ly -s tage 
AI s tar tups f rom 

more than 5 0  
countr ies.



*Criteria: AI startups established in 2014 or later, and with total funding of  only $2 million or less

Altogether, they have raised $ 4 0 9  m i l l i o n  in funding 
over 9 7 9  r o u n d s .  

INVESTMENT RECEIVED OVER TIME

FEB. 2017



*Companies aggregated by focus area; size represents # of  companies

The 745 companies 
c lus tered into 
2 6  f o c u s  a r e a s .  

Let ’s  take a look at them…



Each node in the following network 
represents a company. Links between them 

represent semantic similarity in 
technology and products. The stronger the 
similarity between companies, the closer 
they get pulled in together. Quid detects 
focus areas throughout the network.



1 Cybersecurity (44) 14 Industrial IoT & AgTech (28)

2 Marketing Tech (42) 15 Voice & Speech Recognition (26)

3 Deep Learning & Neural Networks (40) 16 Natural Language Processing (25)

4 Banking, Lending & Investing (39) 17 Drones & Autonomous Vehicles (24)

5 AR/VR & Computer Vision (38) 18 Chat & Messaging Bots (23)

6 Healthcare (38) 19 Sales Software (22)

7 Virtual Assistants (37) 20 Recruiting & Job Hunting (22)

8 Data Science Tools (35) 21 Education & Cognition (21)

9 Image & Video Analysis (35) 22 Developer Tools (21)

10 Wearables & Monitoring (33) 23 Business Intelligence (19)

11 Consumer Recommendations (31) 24 Predictive Algorithms (16)

12 Online Retail (30) 25 Digital Publishing (17)

13 Financial Markets Analysis (28) 26 Automated Marketing & Customer Support (11) 
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NLP

DEEP  LEARNING &  
NEURAL  NETWORKS 

DATA SC IENCE  
TOOLS

PRED ICT IVE  
ALGORITHMS

*Companies aggregated by focus area; size represents # of  companies

Deep Learning & Neural 
Networks, Natural  
Language Processing, 
Data Science Tools,   
and Predict ive Algori thms 
are c e n t r a l  wi thin the 
ecosystem.



CYBERSECUR ITY

*Companies aggregated by focus area; size represents # of  companies

Two focus areas —
Cybersecuri ty and 
Market ing Tech — are 
at t ract ing the m o s t  n e w  
e n t r a n t s  in AI.  
In the past ,  NLP/Sent iment 
Analysis and 
Communicat ions & Cal l  
Centers were the largest .

MARKET ING TECH



Star tups working on deep 
learning and tools for 
developers are showing up 
far more now than in the 
past .

DEEP  LEARNING

DEVELOPERS



MARKET ING TECH

CHAT  &  MESSAGING BOTS
ONL INE  RETA I L

*Companies aggregated by focus area; size represents # of  companies

The lates t  focus area, 
Chat & Messaging Bots,  
is  t ied primari ly to 
market ing and sales.

AUTOMATED MARKET ING  
&  CUSTOMER SUPPORT

SALES  SOFTWARE



HEALTHCAREWEARABLES  &  
MONITOR ING

*Companies aggregated by focus area; size represents # of  companies

In previous AI analyses, 
Wearables & Moni tor ing 
devices were s t rongly t ied 
to consumer apps; now, 
they’re t ied to pat ient  care 
and personal safety.



Marketing TechCybersecurity

Banking, Lending & Investing

AR/VR &  
Computer Vision

Healthcare

Deep Learning & 
Neural Networks

Wearables & Monitoring

Industrial IoT & AgTech

Business Intelligence

Developer  
Tools

Chat & Messaging Bots

Drones & Autonomous Vehicles

Data Science Tools

Vir tual  
Assistants
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DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDING - MEDIAN FUNDING RECEIVED ($)

Cybersecuri ty and Market ing Tech lead funding, but the 
lat ter is  more compet i t ive due to a higher median.



Let’s double-click into  
Marketing Tech.



MARKETING TECH:

Po we r ed  by  Qu id

42 
COMPANIES

$28.8M 
TOTAL PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

$598.3K 
MEDIAN PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

Machine learning and advanced 
algorithms mine data for marketers and 
adver tisers to gain intelligence on 
consumer behavior. Includes real-time 
bidding, audience targeting, 
programmatic media buying, etc. 

MOST FUNDED COMPANIES: 

1: BigaBid ($2M) 

Optimizes mobile ads based on user profiling, factoring in things 
like behavior, location, and content trends. 

2: CAPTIVE8 ($2M) 

Lets social media influencers own, promote and monetize their 
audience. 

MOST REPRESENTATIVE OF FOCUS AREA:  

Cor tex  
Helps marketers create better content with an AI tool that predicts 
how humans react to content.  

CATEGORY OUTLIER:  

Cr ystal Project  
Software lets you see the different personality types of  all your 
coworkers, prospects, and customers so you can tailor 
communication accordingly. 



Money is still flowing to a  
dizzying number of  sectors in AI.  

Here are some highlights from top-
funded focus areas.

*See appendix for profiles on all 26 focus areas



CYBERSECURITY:

Po we r ed  by  Qu id

44 
COMPANIES

$28.4M 
TOTAL PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

$437.5K 
MEDIAN PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

Primarily uses machine learning for 
cybersecurity applications including 
network security, anomaly detection, 
threat detection, etc.

MOST FUNDED COMPANIES: 

1: Airsig ($2M) 

An authentication system that lets you sign in to accounts and 
programs with an air “signature,” created by waving your 
smartphone like a magic wand. 

2: Seceon OTM ($1.9M) 

Uses behavioral analysis, machine learning and dynamic threat 
intelligence for comprehensive threat detection and 
containment. 

MOST REPRESENTATIVE OF FOCUS AREA:  

Infocyte  
Develops cybersecurity solutions for enterprise networks, focusing 
on post-intrusion activity and insider threats. 

CATEGORY OUTLIER:  

Bark Technologies  
Uses AI to review children’s online interactions, alerting parents to 
signs of  cyberbullying, sexting, or depression. 



BANKING, LENDING & INVESTING:

Po we r ed  by  Qu id

39 
COMPANIES

$26.1M 
TOTAL PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

$575K 
MEDIAN PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

Advanced algorithms analyze historical 
and real-time financial markets data to 
build more profitable investment 
models, as well as financial transaction 
and consumer histor y data.MOST FUNDED COMPANIES: 

1: Backed Inc. ($2M) 

Provides unsecured loans to residents of  NY, NJ, and FL, 
including renter's loans, debt consolidation, and others. 

2: ChurnSpotter ($1.8M) 

Helps SaaS and mobile apps vendors reduce user and revenue 
churn by spotting the most fragile customers. 

MOST REPRESENTATIVE OF FOCUS AREA:  

RedCarpet  
Makes loans to customers in India to help finance their online 
purchases — e-commerce, travel, etc. 

CATEGORY OUTLIER:  

Naborly  
Uses big data to screen tenants, letting landlords and property 
managers know exactly who they're renting to before move in.



AR/VR & COMPUTER VISION:

Po we r ed  by  Qu id

38 
COMPANIES

$24.8M 
TOTAL PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

$267.5K 
MEDIAN PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

Companies develop AR/VR hardware 
and software implementing AI tech, 
primarily high-level visual recognition 
tasks such as image classification and 
object detection.MOST FUNDED COMPANIES: 

1: Neurable Inc. ($2M) 

Brain-computer interface lets people control software and 
objects with their brain activity. 

2: Exnodes ($2M) 

Helps semiconductor chip makers operate more efficiently with 
modern sensors, electronics, optics, mechanics, and high-speed 
digital processing. 

MOST REPRESENTATIVE OF FOCUS AREA:  

ManoMotion  
Software lets users grab and manipulate objects in 3D space with 
real-life intuitiveness. 

CATEGORY OUTLIER:  

Loom.ai  
Creates personalized, dynamic 3D avatars from selfies for 
messaging, social VR, chatbots, games and e-commerce. 



HEALTHCARE:

Po we r ed  by  Qu id

38 
COMPANIES

$21.3M 
TOTAL PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

$300K 
MEDIAN PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

Applies machine learning to accelerate 
the process of discovering new 
medications. Advanced algorithms mine 
data to quickly recommend diagnoses, 
drugs, and treatments.MOST FUNDED COMPANIES: 

1: Lexigram ($2M) 

Builds simple, scalable medical entity and context extraction 
APIs for use with patient data. 

2: Ensa ($1.8M) 

Connects users’ medical records with health and fitness apps to 
give personalized wellness recommendations on mobile devices. 

MOST REPRESENTATIVE OF FOCUS AREA:  

Healcloud  
Leverages big data to deliver actionable insights that help drive 
better health outcomes, supporting clinical trials and medical 
research. 

CATEGORY OUTLIER:  

Signifikance, Inc.  
Translates research in cancer genomics into clinical insights. Its 
platform analyzes both sequencing data and scientific literature. 



WEARABLES & MONITORING:

Po we r ed  by  Qu id

33 
COMPANIES

$21.3M 
TOTAL PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

$650K 
MEDIAN PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

Tools, applications, and trackers 
designed for improving self-monitoring 
systems through data analysis, 
monitoring human vitality, 
interconnected living spaces and smar t 
applications.

MOST FUNDED COMPANIES: 

1: Ween SAS ($1.9M) 

Manufactures thermostat products that adapt the temperature 
of  a home in real time based on the presence of  people. 

2: Connecterra B.V. ($1.8M) 

Makes a wearable activity monitor for the dairy industry in the 
Netherlands. The device monitors the herd  and transmits data 
to a cloud platform that then predicts behavioral patterns. 

MOST REPRESENTATIVE OF FOCUS AREA:  

Cooey Technologies Private Limited  
Develops a family health monitoring platform collects, stores, and 
analyzes data for patients in India. 

CATEGORY OUTLIER:  

Vision Technologies Limited  
Develops software for wearable devices for blind and visually 
impaired people in the United Kingdom and internationally. 



Quid can also identify companies 
that are bridging focus areas. 

For example…



J e w e l  P a y m e n t e c h  b r i dge s  two  f o c u s  a r ea s .   
I t  incorporates cybersecuri ty in to a payment ser vice for 

banks and merchants.

CYBERSECUR ITY

BANKING,  LENDING & INVEST ING

JEWEL  PAYMENTECH



With $409 million pouring into the 
new wave of  AI companies… who are 

the leading early-stage investors?



TOP INVESTORS STARTUPS 
INVESTED

FOCUS 
AREAS TOP FOCUS AREA

Y Combinator 32 17 Banking, Lending & Investing

TechStars 26 17 Developer Tools

500 Startups 21 12 Business Intelligence

StartupBootcamp 18 12 Financial Market Analysis

Entrepreneur First 15 9 Deep Learning & Neural 
Networks

Wayra 8 6 Natural Language Processing

Right Side Capital 
Mgmt 7 6 Developer Tools

Acceleprise 5 5 Virtual Assistant

Social Starts 5 3 Marketing Tech

Kima Ventures 5 4 Chat & Messaging Bots

Y Combinator 
and TechStars 

lead in funding 
ear ly -s tage AI 
s tar tups; both 

involved in over 
hal f  of  focus 

areas.



This new wave of  startups is just a 
subset of  the larger AI landscape.



$40B 
TOTAL PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

ACTIVE AI COMPANIES

NEW WAVE STARTUPS

5,000+ 
ACTIVE 
COMPANIES

2000+ 
TIME FRAME         
\

$409M 
TOTAL PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

745 
EARLY-STAGE* 
STARTUP 
COMPANIES

2014+ 
TIME FRAME         
\

*Criteria: AI startups with total funding of  only $2 million or less



This is just a small sample of  the insights 
you can obtain from the new expanded 
companies dataset in Quid, containing 

1.8 million public and private 
companies.



H I @ Q U I D . C O M

CONTACT US FOR MORE 
INFORMATION



H U M A N  I N T U I T I O N  AT  
S U P E R H U M A N  S C A L E



APPENDIX



WHAT IS QUID?

INTEGRATED DATA 
STREAMS 

Three integrated 
premium data sets,  

news & blogs,  
companies,  and patents  
— or ingest  custom data

TEXT PROCESSING 
ALGORITHMS 

Proprietar y natural  
language processing  

algori thms f ind pat terns 
and extract  key 

metadata

INTUIT IVE VISUAL 
CONTEXT 

In tui t ive web-based  user 
in ter face to explore 

pat terns in data, tes t  
hypotheses, and f ind 

insights

EXPORT CHARTS & 
TRENDS 

Tel l  data stor ies  
dynamical ly in the Quid 

inter face, or easi ly 
expor t  char ts and data 

in PPT or CSV

Quid is software that reads millions of  documents and offers immediate insight by organizing that content visually. 
We power human intuition with machine intelligence, enabling organizations to make decisions that matter.



Quid reads any text to 
identify key words, phrases, 

people, companies and 
institutions. 

Then it compares words 
from each document to 

create l inks between them 
based on similar language. 

Quid repeats the process at 
immense scale, producing 
a network that shows how 
similar all the documents 

are to one another 

Quid reads any text to identify key 
words, phrases, people, companies 
and institutions.

Then it compares words from each 
document to create links between 
them based on similar language. 

Quid repeats the process at 
immense scale, producing a 
network that shows how similar all 
the documents are to one another.

HOW QUID BUILDS NETWORKS



Each node represents a document; node sized by 
degree represents number of connections (i.e., 
similarity) to other nodes. Similar nodes cluster 
together, and clusters are grouped by color.

Less distance between clusters 
indicates a high number of  inter-
related documents

Greater distance between clusters 
indicates a low number of  inter-
related documents

Centrally located nodes are core to the 
overall network, indicating central 
topics and a bridging of  ideas

Peripheral clusters are less central to 
the overall network but could 
represent niche takes on the topic

Dense clusters contain highly     
similar documents 

Spread-out clusters contain highly 
differentiated documents

A node bridging two clusters can 
indicate a document that is the 
intersection of  two concepts

Connections represent similar 
language used across nodes

HOW TO READ A NETWORK
EXAMPLE NETWORK, COLORED BY CLUSTER, SIZED BY DEGREE 



Q U I D  
P L AT F O R M

S A A SS E R V I C E S

I N T E L L I G E N C E  
C O N C I E R G E

C U S T O M  
D ATA  

S C I E N C E

YOUR BUSINESS 
CAN USE QUID IN 
A WAY THAT F ITS 
YOUR WORKING 
STYLE AND NEEDS.



CLUSTER DEEP DIVES



CYBERSECURITY:

Po we r ed  by  Qu id

44 
COMPANIES

$28.4M 
TOTAL PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

$437.5K 
MEDIAN PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

Primarily uses machine learning for 
cybersecurity applications including 
network security, anomaly detection, 
threat detection, etc.

MOST FUNDED COMPANIES: 

1: Airsig ($2M) 

An authentication system that lets you sign in to accounts and 
programs with an air “signature,” created by waving your 
smartphone like a magic wand. 

2: Seceon OTM ($1.9M) 

Uses behavioral analysis, machine learning and dynamic threat 
intelligence for comprehensive threat detection and 
containment. 

MOST REPRESENTATIVE OF FOCUS AREA:  

Infocyte  
Develops cybersecurity solutions for enterprise networks, focusing 
on post-intrusion activity and insider threats. 

CATEGORY OUTLIER:  

Bark Technologies  
Uses AI to review children’s online interactions, alerting parents to 
signs of  cyberbullying, sexting, or depression. 



MARKETING TECH:

Po we r ed  by  Qu id

42 
COMPANIES

$28.8M 
TOTAL PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

$598.3K 
MEDIAN PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

Machine learning and advanced 
algorithms mine data for marketers and 
adver tisers to gain intelligence on 
consumer behavior. Includes real-time 
bidding, audience targeting, 
programmatic media buying, etc. 

MOST FUNDED COMPANIES: 

1: BigaBid ($2M) 

Optimizes mobile ads based on user profiling, factoring in things 
like behavior, location, and content trends. 

2: CAPTIVE8 ($2M) 

Lets social media influencers own, promote and monetize their 
audience. 

MOST REPRESENTATIVE OF FOCUS AREA:  

Cor tex  
Helps marketers create better content with an AI tool that predicts 
how humans react to content.  

CATEGORY OUTLIER:  

Cr ystal Project  
Software lets you see the different personality types of  all your 
coworkers, prospects, and customers so you can tailor 
communication accordingly. 



DEEP LEARNING & NEURAL NETWORKS:

Po we r ed  by  Qu id

40 
COMPANIES

$19.5M 
TOTAL PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

$338.3K 
MEDIAN PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

Computer vision, speech recognition, 
and natural language processing 
through sets of algorithms that attempt 
to model high level abstractions in 
data. MOST FUNDED COMPANIES: 

1: Tractable ($2M) 

Combines image recognition and text understanding to 
interpret unstructured and specialist data. 

2: Koniku ($2M) 

Working in visual processing, data processing and pattern 
recognition and Neurocomputation. They built a neurochip with 
which is capable of  sensing particles in parts per trillion. 

MOST REPRESENTATIVE OF FOCUS AREA:  

Namilab 
Creates music software applications through deep learning and AI. 

CATEGORY OUTLIER:  

Terraloupe 
Analyzes aerial images and provides object recognition to locate 
every piece of  relevant information, finding the small things that 
matter in big data.



BANKING, LENDING & INVESTING:

Po we r ed  by  Qu id

39 
COMPANIES

$26.1M 
TOTAL PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

$575K 
MEDIAN PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

Advanced algorithms analyze historical 
and real-time financial markets data to 
build more profitable investment 
models, as well as financial transaction 
and consumer histor y data.MOST FUNDED COMPANIES: 

1: Backed Inc. ($2M) 

Provides unsecured loans to residents of  NY, NJ, and FL, 
including renter's loans, debt consolidation, and others. 

2: ChurnSpotter ($1.8M) 

Helps SaaS and mobile apps vendors reduce user and revenue 
churn by spotting the most fragile customers. 

MOST REPRESENTATIVE OF FOCUS AREA:  

RedCarpet  
Makes loans to customers in India to help finance their online 
purchases — e-commerce, travel, etc. 

CATEGORY OUTLIER:  

Naborly  
Uses big data to screen tenants, letting landlords and property 
managers know exactly who they're renting to before move in.



AR/VR & COMPUTER VISION:

Po we r ed  by  Qu id

38 
COMPANIES

$24.8M 
TOTAL PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

$267.5K 
MEDIAN PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

Companies develop AR/VR hardware 
and software implementing AI tech, 
primarily high-level visual recognition 
tasks such as image classification and 
object detection.MOST FUNDED COMPANIES: 

1: Neurable Inc. ($2M) 

Brain-computer interface lets people control software and 
objects with their brain activity. 

2: Exnodes ($2M) 

Helps semiconductor chip makers operate more efficiently with 
modern sensors, electronics, optics, mechanics, and high-speed 
digital processing. 

MOST REPRESENTATIVE OF FOCUS AREA:  

ManoMotion  
Software lets users grab and manipulate objects in 3D space with 
real-life intuitiveness. 

CATEGORY OUTLIER:  

Loom.ai  
Creates personalized, dynamic 3D avatars from selfies for 
messaging, social VR, chatbots, games and e-commerce. 



HEALTHCARE:

Po we r ed  by  Qu id

38 
COMPANIES

$21.3M 
TOTAL PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

$300K 
MEDIAN PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

Applies machine learning to accelerate 
the process of discovering new 
medications. Advanced algorithms mine 
data to quickly recommend diagnoses, 
drugs, and treatments.MOST FUNDED COMPANIES: 

1: Lexigram ($2M) 

Builds simple, scalable medical entity and context extraction 
APIs for use with patient data. 

2: Ensa ($1.8M) 

Connects users’ medical records with health and fitness apps to 
give personalized wellness recommendations on mobile devices. 

MOST REPRESENTATIVE OF FOCUS AREA:  

Healcloud  
Leverages big data to deliver actionable insights that help drive 
better health outcomes, supporting clinical trials and medical 
research. 

CATEGORY OUTLIER:  

Signifikance, Inc.  
Translates research in cancer genomics into clinical insights. Its 
platform analyzes both sequencing data and scientific literature. 



VIRTUAL ASSISTANT:

Po we r ed  by  Qu id

37 
COMPANIES

$16.7M 
TOTAL PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

$250K 
MEDIAN PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

Software agents that can preform tasks 
or ser vices based on user input, 
location awareness, and the ability to 
access information from a variety of 
online sources.  MOST FUNDED COMPANIES: 

1: Whizz ($2M) 

A platform for connecting individuals looking for home cleaning 
services with top-quality, pre-screened independent clean 

2: Clinc ($1.2M) 

Developed an ecosystem of  AI engines that harness the best 
scientific discoveries in AI to provide a multifaceted platform for 
realizing sophisticated intelligences. 

MOST REPRESENTATIVE OF FOCUS AREA:  

Tenfold 
Developed a Revenue Performance Platform that increases 
connections, improves conversions, and drives customer retention. 

CATEGORY OUTLIER:  

Genio 
An app that connects you to a personal assistant, right to your 
door, on-demand.



DATA SCIENCE TOOLS:

Po we r ed  by  Qu id

35 
COMPANIES

$18.8M 
TOTAL PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

$250K 
MEDIAN PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

Tools designed for processes and 
systems to extract knowledge or 
insights from data in various forms, 
either structured or unstructured, 
similar to Knowledge Discovery in 
Databases.  

MOST FUNDED COMPANIES: 

1: Sentenai ($1.8M) 

A cloud-based platform for automating data engineering for 
machine learning and predictive apps in IoT and logistics 

2: Senseye ($1.6M) 

A forecasting machinery failure company that uses an 
infrastructure free software solution that delivers a new 
approach to prognostics and condition monitoring. 

MOST REPRESENTATIVE OF FOCUS AREA:  

Epistema 
Knowledge analytics software solutions for large groups of  
analysts and created a community of  knowledge stakeholders 

CATEGORY OUTLIER:  

Intelliber 
Focused on Artificial intelligence, machine learning, IoT, Cyber 
Security, Cloud Computing, Big Data, Robotics Automation and 
Business Intelligence driven SaaS Products



IMAGE & VIDEO ANALYSIS:

Po we r ed  by  Qu id

35 
COMPANIES

$15.6M 
TOTAL PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

$200K 
MEDIAN PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

Data mining, machine learning, video 
and image analysis, searching 
databases and user behavior to help 
make desired recommendations for 
consumers. MOST FUNDED COMPANIES: 

1: Lunit ($2M) 

Developed algorithms for general object detection and medical 
image analysis that help physicians make objective diagnosis 

2: Dextro ($1.6M) 

Develops and operates a platform that enables developers to 
search, filter, query, and capture actionable statistics over their 
video and photo datasets. 

MOST REPRESENTATIVE OF FOCUS AREA:  

HyperVerge 
Cloud based image technology modules for processing images 
through learning algorithms that process customer images and 
videos on the cloud. 

CATEGORY OUTLIER:  

Polarr 
An online photo-editing software for both new and experienced 
photographers that allows them to make basic and advanced edits. Polarr



WEARABLES & MONITORING:

Po we r ed  by  Qu id

33 
COMPANIES

$21.3M 
TOTAL PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

$650K 
MEDIAN PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

Tools, applications, and trackers 
designed for improving self-monitoring 
systems through data analysis, 
monitoring human vitality, 
interconnected living spaces and smar t 
applications.

MOST FUNDED COMPANIES: 

1: Ween SAS ($1.9M) 

Manufactures thermostat products that adapt the temperature 
of  a home in real time based on the presence of  people. 

2: Connecterra B.V. ($1.8M) 

Makes a wearable activity monitor for the dairy industry in the 
Netherlands. The device monitors the herd  and transmits data 
to a cloud platform that then predicts behavioral patterns. 

MOST REPRESENTATIVE OF FOCUS AREA:  

Cooey Technologies Private Limited  
Develops a family health monitoring platform collects, stores, and 
analyzes data for patients in India. 

CATEGORY OUTLIER:  

Vision Technologies Limited  
Develops software for wearable devices for blind and visually 
impaired people in the United Kingdom and internationally. 



CONSUMER RECOMMENDATIONS:

Po we r ed  by  Qu id

31 
COMPANIES

$14.5M 
TOTAL PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

$155K 
MEDIAN PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

Data mining, machine learning, and 
semantic search analyzing retail 
databases and user behavior to help 
make desired recommendations for 
consumers.MOST FUNDED COMPANIES: 

1: OMGwhen ($2M) 

A web & mobile platform that aggregates all leisure activities 
and events available online into one place. 

2: Egomotion ($1.9M) 

Creators of  Status, Agent and Trigger, context aware apps that 
leverage the latest in smartphone technology to make your life 
easier. 

MOST REPRESENTATIVE OF FOCUS AREA:  

Groop 
A smart nightlife planner to find concert & party suggestions and 
helps arrange hangouts with friends. 

CATEGORY OUTLIER:  

Cuseum 
Enables museums to build context-aware mobile application for 
real-world analytics through mobile engagement and digital 
membership. 



ONLINE RETAIL:

Po we r ed  by  Qu id

30 
COMPANIES

$10.9M 
TOTAL PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

$128.2K 
MEDIAN PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

Streamlining e-commerce processes and 
personalizing the online shopping 
experience by classifying images, 
improving search, optimizing content 
and learning visitor behavior.MOST FUNDED COMPANIES: 

1: Grey Jean Technologies ($2M) 

Offers an AI-powered recommendation engine and provides 
consumer behavior predictions based on transaction history, 
demographics, social media activity, etc. 

2: Silicon Investing ($1.3M) 

Develops artificial intelligence and machine learning software 
for retail traders 

MOST REPRESENTATIVE OF FOCUS AREA:  

Tailored Fit Co.  
Provides a web platform that learns customers' preferences over 
time, showing customized clothing recommendations 

CATEGORY OUTLIER:  

Helplama  
Makes it easier for online e-commerce stores to find live customer 
support with the help of  AI and category experts



INDUSTRIAL IOT & AGTECH:

Po we r ed  by  Qu id

28 
COMPANIES

$20.3M 
TOTAL PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

$692.5K 
MEDIAN PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

Advancements in satellites, irrigation, 
drones, robotics, bioenergy, nano and 
other decision suppor t technologies 
across the industrial and agricultural 
supply chainMOST FUNDED COMPANIES: 

1: Presenso Ltd. ($2M) 

Develops software that uses deep learning and real-time analysis 
algorithms to predict machine degradation and failure 

2: Tend.ai ($2M) 

Cloud based software for controlling and monitoring robots, 
cameras, and sensors from any mobile device 

MOST REPRESENTATIVE OF FOCUS AREA:  

MotorLeaf  
Provides hardware and software for controlling, monitoring, and 
automating grow operations 

CATEGORY OUTLIER:  

I f inity Sp. z o.o.  
Provides beacons-based tailor-made technologies to cities, public 
spaces, and commercial customers



FINANCIAL MARKET ANALYSIS:

Po we r ed  by  Qu id

28 
COMPANIES

$13M 
TOTAL PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

$120K 
MEDIAN PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

Advanced algorithms analyzing 
historical and real time financial 
markets data to build more profitable 
investment models. Risk management, 
forecasting, trading strategies, decision 
suppor t, automated trading, etc. 

MOST FUNDED COMPANIES: 

1: Flowcast ($2M) 

Identifies new financing solutions along the supply chain using 
predictive analytics, increasing accuracy of  risk prediction 

2: DealGlobe ($1.5M) 

Provides mergers and acquisitions consulting services for small 
and medium size deals ,a focused on Europe and China markets 

MOST REPRESENTATIVE OF FOCUS AREA:  

Data Quarks Limited  
Develops solutions for strategic analytical initiatives for small and 
medium enterprises, large enterprises, and private equity firms 

CATEGORY OUTLIER:  

Black Box Stocks  
Develops real-time, web and mobile based analytical software tools 
for day traders and swing traders to monitor and analyze stocks



VOICE & SPEECH RECOGNITION:

Po we r ed  by  Qu id

26 
COMPANIES

$11M 
TOTAL PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

$191.8K 
MEDIAN PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

Develop applications recreating human 
mental processes of perception. Eg. 
text-to-speech, electronic magnifiers, 
sensor note taking, eye tracking 
software and facial recognition to 
identify emotion.

MOST FUNDED COMPANIES: 

1: DeepGram ($1.9M) 

Uses artificial intelligence to recognize speech, search for 
moments, and categorize audio and video 

2: Yummy ($1.1M) 

An interaction home care assistance platform that facilitates 
elders to interact with their family, charities, and doctors 

MOST REPRESENTATIVE OF FOCUS AREA:  

Soapbox Labs  
Develops machine learning speech recognition solutions for 
children’s voices to ensure the highest accuracy possible 

CATEGORY OUTLIER:  

Fallound  
The world's first hands-free voice based social network that allows 
anyone to share his voice to the world in a safe and simple way



NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING:

Po we r ed  by  Qu id

25 
COMPANIES

$9.9M 
TOTAL PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

$242.6K 
MEDIAN PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

Algorithms that analyze text to 
understand context, meaning, patterns 
across documents, sentiment, entity 
recognition, optical character 
recognition, parsing, etc. MOST FUNDED COMPANIES: 

1: Parlamind ($1.7M) 

Offers AI solutions that analyze route, and autonomously 
answer incoming customer service communication 

2: Context Scout ($1.1M) 

A research-led software company developing new information 
retrieval and machine learning based approaches for web 
search, automated professional assistance, and task based IR 

MOST REPRESENTATIVE OF FOCUS AREA:  

Wonder tech Pte. Ltd  
Develops Athena, a text-to-data information extraction platform 
for developers 

CATEGORY OUTLIER:  

Char tmetric  
A modern approach to tracking, measuring, and analyzing music 
data for music makers, labels, and marketers



DRONES & AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES:

Po we r ed  by  Qu id

24 
COMPANIES

$13.5M 
TOTAL PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

$440.6K 
MEDIAN PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

Developers and manufacturers 
implementing robotics, simulations, 
autonomous system software and other 
AI tech, including object and pattern 
recognition and decision-making.MOST FUNDED COMPANIES: 

1: Iris Automation ($2M) 

Implements computer vision into a collision avoidance system 
for industrial drones. 

2: Caruma ($2M) 

Builds a vision-based connected car camera to improve safety 
and security among vehicles. 

MOST REPRESENTATIVE OF FOCUS AREA:  

Aeroxo  
Combines flight capabilities with imaging and remote sensing 
equipment, along with a data processing platform, for remote asset 
monitoring, disaster prevention, search and rescue, and more. 

CATEGORY OUTLIER:  

Inka Robotics  
Builds an autonomous tattooing robot controlled by computer 
vision.



CHAT & MESSAGING BOTS:

Po we r ed  by  Qu id

23 
COMPANIES

$15M 
TOTAL PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

$408.8K 
MEDIAN PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

Software used to engage people in 
conversation via auditor y or textual 
methods.

MOST FUNDED COMPANIES: 

1: Gorgias ($2M) 

Helps users communicate with their customers across all 
channels. It provides rich context on who the customers are, 
enhancing the support for those customers. 

2: Frame.ai ($1.9M) 

Uses behavioral analysis, machine learning and dynamic threat 
intelligence for comprehensive threat detection and containment 

MOST REPRESENTATIVE OF FOCUS AREA:  

Dixa  
Develops cybersecurity solutions for enterprise networks, focusing 
on post-intrusion activity and insider threats 

CATEGORY OUTLIER:  

Butterfly 
Chatbots on a web platform offering leadership coaching to 
develop managers based on their team’s feedback and surveys. 



SALES SOFTWARE:

Po we r ed  by  Qu id

22 
COMPANIES

$10.4M 
TOTAL PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

$174.2K 
MEDIAN PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

Software designed to improve lead 
generation, pipeline development, lead 
tracking, sales suppor t, and 
performance management.

MOST FUNDED COMPANIES: 

1: Perfect Leads ($2M) 

An authentication system that lets you sign in to accounts and 
programs with an air “signature,” created by waving your 
smartphone like a magic wand 

2: Nexd ($1.1M) 

Uses behavioral analysis, machine learning and dynamic threat 
intelligence for comprehensive threat detection and containment 

MOST REPRESENTATIVE OF FOCUS AREA:  

Proleads  
Develops cybersecurity solutions for enterprise networks, focusing 
on post-intrusion activity and insider threats 

CATEGORY OUTLIER:  

Apposphere  
Automates lead generation by scouring social media, finding posts 
from people looking for specific services or products, and matching 
those leads with relevant industries.



RECRUITING & JOB HUNTING:

Po we r ed  by  Qu id

22 
COMPANIES

$8.8M 
TOTAL PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

$192.7K 
MEDIAN PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

Data mining, machine learning, and 
semantic search analyzing candidate 
and employee profiles to assist 
organizations in recruiting top talent.

MOST FUNDED COMPANIES: 

1: Candidate Guru ($1.4M) 

Operates an analytics solution that predicts a culture fit between 
corporate hiring managers and prospective job seekers. 

2: Gooroo ($1M) 

Matches skills and experience of  job seekers to positions, as well 
as providing expected market salary and recommended training. 

MOST REPRESENTATIVE OF FOCUS AREA:  

Blendoor  
Blind recruiting app that circumvents unconscious bias and 
facilitates diversity by hiding irrelevant profile data. Incorporates a 
recommendation engine based on candidate behavior.  

CATEGORY OUTLIER:  

Zippia 
Offers a visual ‘career map’ of  workers’ career decisions, 
recommending which paths fit your profile and experience best.



DEVELOPER TOOLS:

Po we r ed  by  Qu id

21 
COMPANIES

$17.3M 
TOTAL PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

$1M 
MEDIAN PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

Tailoring AI to help developers through 
web authoring, open source, and 
bugging tools

MOST FUNDED COMPANIES: 

1: Electric AI ($2M) 

Keeps their business-critical apps and hardware running 
smoothly, right from Slack. 

2: Stream.io ($1.8M) 

Develops an open source platform for building scalable 
newsfeeds and connecting content to sites. 

MOST REPRESENTATIVE OF FOCUS AREA:  

BlazingDB  
Enables users to run very large processes and jobs through Python, 
R, and SQL on super-charged GPU servers. 

CATEGORY OUTLIER:  

Craft ai 
Offers developers ability to bring awareness and learning to their 
mobile, web and IoT apps. 



EDUCATION & COGNITION:

Po we r ed  by  Qu id

21 
COMPANIES

$11.4M 
TOTAL PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

$290K 
MEDIAN PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

Intelligent hardware and software for 
educational purposes and augmenting 
cognitive abilit ies.

MOST FUNDED COMPANIES: 

1: ParentsConcern ($2M) 

Focused towards leveraging state-of-the-art social, mobile, cloud 
and analytics technology to help modern families stay 
connected, safe and clued into each other’s lives and likes. 

2: Elemental Path ($2M) 

Develops internet-connected smart toys that learn and grow 
with a child, enabling more interactive play experiences. 

MOST REPRESENTATIVE OF FOCUS AREA:  

Konoz  
Global community for personalized and social education. 

CATEGORY OUTLIER:  

Intendu  
Develops a motion-interaction brain training platform for 
improving the cognitive rehabilitation of  people with brain 
dysfunctions. 



BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE:

Po we r ed  by  Qu id

19 
COMPANIES

$15M 
TOTAL PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

$700K 
MEDIAN PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

Technology built for analyzing data and 
presenting actionable information to 
help corporate executives, business 
managers and other end users make 
more informed business decisions.MOST FUNDED COMPANIES: 

1: PeopleHQ ($2M) 

Enables HR and team leaders to identify where top performers 
are coming from, what they look like, where to find more like 
them, why they're leaving, etc. 

2: DataBerries ($2M) 

Offers digital performance solution to retailers measuring and 
analyzing consumer behavior online and offline. 

MOST REPRESENTATIVE OF FOCUS AREA:  

Wyzerr  
Utilizes highly interactive engagement platforms to obtain 
consumer feedback data. 

CATEGORY OUTLIER:  

AI +strategy 
Building a range of  strategic business systems for decision-making 
that incorporate a feedback loop from initial strategy to results. 



DIGITAL PUBLISHING:

Po we r ed  by  Qu id

17 
COMPANIES

$5.8M 
TOTAL PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

$77K 
MEDIAN PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

Tools that enable content to be created 
around algorithms and formulas 
making it highly searchable and more 
relevant for reaching target markets.

MOST FUNDED COMPANIES: 

1: Audio Burst ($2M) 

Converts radio-based spoken audio into meaningful transcribed, 
categorized, enhanced and searchable audio. 

2: Science.ai ($1.3M) 

An end-to-end publishing platform for scholars offering an app 
suite, API services, and a standard compliant infrastructure. 

MOST REPRESENTATIVE OF FOCUS AREA:  

Webbing Lab  
Driven by an advanced algorithm based on semantic web, natural 
language processing, and Big Data analysis, it enables users to 
explore their interests and discover people who share them. 

CATEGORY OUTLIER:  

PrepFlash 
Cloud-based product that automatically generates flashcards from 
any content.



PREDICTIVE ALGORITHMS:

Po we r ed  by  Qu id

16 
COMPANIES

$6M 
TOTAL PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

$200K 
MEDIAN PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

Software analyzing big data and 
unstructured data, data mining, often 
in real time, for prediction models and 
business intelligence. Often 
implementing machine learning.MOST FUNDED COMPANIES: 

1: Prowler.io ($2M) 

Develops autonomous decision making systems based on recent 
progress in probabilistic methods in machine learning, game 
theory, and modern computational tools. 

2: Drive Spotter ($890k) 

Creates a real-time video search engine for mobility platforms to 
track performance of  human drivers and autonomous vehicles. 

MOST REPRESENTATIVE OF FOCUS AREA:  

OhMyBet!  
An information service with predictions in sports betting. Trained 
the predictive model with advanced machine learning algorithms. 
It’s currently achieving 85% accuracy. 

CATEGORY OUTLIER:  

Spot Innovation  
Real-time parking analytics using a camera-based detection system 
that records vehicles in off-street lots and curbside parking zones. 



AUTOMATED MARKETING & CUSTOMER SUPPORT:

Po we r ed  by  Qu id

11 
COMPANIES

$4.7M 
TOTAL PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

$120K 
MEDIAN PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT

Building a knowledge base of known 
issues and their resolution to suppor t 
incidents with deliver y mechanisms, 
often a suite of suppor t solutions 
including proactive suppor t, assisted 
suppor t and self-suppor t.

MOST FUNDED COMPANIES: 

1: Cerebri AI ($1.5M) 

Develops software for decision making. It offers Decisions 
platform that leverages the state-of-the-art AI infrastructure 
from IBM Watson, Microsoft, Amazon, and Google. 

2: Cintric ($1.1M) 

Provides SDK software for mobile apps that include location-
based services. Its software allows understanding aggregated 
analytics, individual consumer insights, and targeted messaging. 

MOST REPRESENTATIVE OF FOCUS AREA:  

QGraph  
A marketing automation platform for mobile. It lets you send users 
hyper-personalized messages through notifications, email & SMS. 

CATEGORY OUTLIER:  

Cordial Experiences 
Consolidates data from many digital channels to provide a singular 
view of  customer intent in real-time.


